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Alliance Steel, LLC moves headquarters and steel processing facility to Gary, Indiana
Gary, Indiana. (May 15, 2020) – Alliance Steel, LLC, a leader in flat-rolled steel supply and coil
processing for over 20 years, was previously located at 6499 W. 65 St. Bedford Park, IL. In
December of 2019, the steel service center announced the relocation of their headquarters to NW
Indiana. Alliance Steel’s new location is at 2700 E. 5th Ave Gary, Indiana. The Bedford Park
location will cease operations mid-2020.
A move of this caliber demonstrates a commitment to the continued growth and success of
Alliance steel. Alliance plans to compliment the NWI steel community with a high-quality
solution for coil processing, distribution, and economic redevelopment by bringing more than
100 jobs to the city of Gary.
“We are extremely excited to begin the next chapter of Alliance Steel at our new state of the art
offices and processing facility. We have put ourselves in a highly strategic position for continued
growth with proximity to the NWI mills as well as several major ports.”
Alliance Steel’s new headquarters occupies 290,000 sq. ft, of warehousing and processing, that
includes two slitters, Redbud-72” x .500, Braner-72” x .250, a Redbud - Stretcher- Leveler,
Redbud multi blanking line with Herr-Voss leveler, Fiber laser cutting capabilities, shearing,
metallurgical testing, cold reduction, and toll processing. Supply chain solutions including, full
rail service: inbound and outbound, drive-through bays, and recessed docks for van and flatbed
loading. In addition to the impressive processing and supply chain capabilities, the new facility
has two large, temperature-controlled coil storage bays.
“We have made several investments in the latest coil processing equipment which will
complement an already robust arsenal of capabilities. Our team is very excited to settle in and
begin laying down our roots here in Northwest Indiana”
ABOUT: Alliance Steel was originally a small toll processor; the entity was purchased in the
late 1990s by current ownership and transformed into a first-class flat-rolled steel distributor and
service center. There are now locations in Gary, Memphis, and Atlanta. For more information on
Alliance Steel LLC, please visit alliancesteel.net.
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